For Immediate Release

Vienna Ensemble Pro 7 Now Available
Vienna Symphonic Library releases major update of their popular mixing host
Vienna, May 4, 2019 – The Vienna Symphonic Library announces the release of Vienna
Ensemble Pro 7, a major update of their most popular cross-platform mixing and hosting
application that easily connects multiple computers with simple ethernet cables, without the need
of external MIDI or audio interfaces. Beyond a host of new features, the new software includes
the massively expanded Epic Orchestra 2.0, a comprehensive 73 GB bonus library powered by
the company’s new Synchron Player. Vienna Ensemble Pro 7 is currently available at an
introductory price of €145 (reg. €195). Registered users of previous versions Vienna Ensemble
Pro 4, 5 and 6 benefit from considerably reduced upgrade prices.
The Magnificent Seven
Since its first release in fall 2009, Vienna Ensemble Pro has become the definitive crossplatform network solution in studios and production facilities around the world, enabling users to
set up multiple computer networks with both Macs and PCs, without the need of external MIDI
and audio interfaces. The intelligent “Preserve” function is a huge time saver and lets users
disconnect the software from the DAW when switching from one project to another, while
keeping all plug-ins and samples loaded. The new version 7 comes with various onboard plug-in
effects such as equalizer, compressor, limiter, exciter, analyzer as well as surround-specific
plug-ins (up to 7.1), such as Surround Balance Pro, Surround Pan Pro, and Matrix Mixer Pro.
Based on the company’s high-end audio processing tools of Vienna Suite Pro, these powerful
plug-ins are directly embedded in the mixer channels and include hundreds of production-ready
presets for all kinds of mixing situations.
Single Licenses available
Users may purchase as many single licenses of Vienna Ensemble Pro 7 as they need. Instead
of buying a fixed bundle of three licenses, it’s now possible to buy one, two, three or more
licenses, depending on the number of computers on the network.
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Wide Variety of Improvements
New features include simplified automation as well as a slew of interface improvements such as
real-time readouts of CPU usage per instance, MIDI and audio activity buttons for every
instance, and mini GUI displays of the integrated FX plug-ins right in the channel view. Both
plug-in handling and the plug-in scanning process have been significantly improved. The auto
populate feature displays the most frequently used effects and instrument plug-ins that can be
enabled or disabled one-by-one, for AU and VST formats separately. Complete instances and
folders can now be enabled or disabled, even using automation from within the DAW. Users of
large setups will appreciate the new instance overview options with tabbed or vertical views, as
well as the option of copying and pasting channels in order to quickly pull channels from existing
templates. A feature currently in beta is AU3 compatibility, letting users access up to 48 MIDI
ports per instance. With up to 768 MIDI channels per instance, Vienna Ensemble Pro 7 is the
first AU3 plug-in host on the market. Another beta feature is the compatibility with Montreal
Music Lab’s upcoming VM1 app, a powerful iPad controller for Vienna Ensemble Pro 7.
Massively Expanded: Epic Orchestra 2.0
Vienna Ensemble Pro 7 comes with the massively expanded Epic Orchestra 2.0, a powerful
bonus library that offers large ensembles from the company’s VI Series libraries, such as
Fanfare Trumpets, Epic Horns, Appassionata Strings and Woodwind Ensembles. New additions
to Epic Orchestra 2.0 include a wide variety of instruments from Vienna’s latest releases, such
as Synchron Strings, Synchron FX Strings, Synchron Percussion, Synchron Power Drums,
Vienna Smart Spheres and the SYNCHRON-ized product series. With a data size of 73 GB, the
new Epic Orchestra 2.0 is ten times the size of the original version that was included with
previous versions of Vienna Ensemble Pro. All samples of Epic Orchestra 2.0 have been reedited and mapped for the company’s new Synchron Player, and enhanced with the integrated
convolution reverb featuring customized impulses from Synchron Stage Vienna.
Introductory Offers through May 16, 2019
A single license of Vienna Ensemble Pro 7 is currently available at a special introductory price of
€145 (reg. €195) and includes the free Epic Orchestra 2.0. The upgrade price for users of
previous versions of Vienna Ensemble Pro is €75 (reg. €95) during the introductory period.
Additional licenses are available at €65 (reg. €95), the reduced upgrade price for additional
licenses is €45 (reg. €65). What’s more, the new Epic Orchestra 2.0 may also be purchased
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separately for €105, without purchasing Vienna Ensemble Pro 7.
About the Vienna Symphonic Library
The Vienna Symphonic Library is an innovative, research-driven music software and sample
library developer based in Vienna, Austria. The team continually strives to improve virtual
orchestral music production with a special emphasis on authenticity and ease-of-use.
Vienna Instruments, the company’s multi-award-winning virtual instruments in the formats AU,
VST, and AAX Native, encompass an exhaustive range of solo instruments and ensembles,
from their flagship Symphonic Cube to special instruments such as the Vienna Konzerthaus
Organ, the Vienna Imperial grand piano, saxophones, upright bass, and even distorted guitar.
Acclaimed software products include Vienna Instruments Pro, Vienna Ensemble Pro, Vienna
MIR Pro and Vienna Suite Pro. In 2016, the company launched an entirely new venture:
Synchron Stage Vienna, a unique scoring stage in Austria’s capital that accommodates
orchestras of up 130 musicians, merges proprietary software innovations and revolutionary
approaches with traditional recording technologies and procedures.
More information on Vienna Symphonic Library’s products can be found at www.vsl.co.at.
Screenshots of Vienna Ensemble Pro 7 are available for download here:
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1HmntRgDoHHBl_WniAEON3PmpgTIeMZAD
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